
Level 6: Structured Spelling List 
ch g dge ph gh ex ear -or our -ure -ion -tion 
chaos giant badge agoraphobia bought exam heard author armour adventure action affection 
character gin badger alphabet brought examine unheard calculator behaviour capture addition caution 
chemist ginger edge arachnophobia caught example search collector colour creature addiction celebration 
choir giraffe hedge cellophane daughter exchange research conductor endeavour figure ambition circulation 
Christmas general ledge claustrophobia fought exclaim early dictator favour furniture attention composition 
chrome genius sledge elephant naughty exhale pearl director favourite future competition condensation 
chemistry gentle bridge geography plough exhume earn doctor flavour manufacture condition conservation 
chemical geometry ridge graph slaughter exile learn horror glamour mixture devotion conversation 
chord gesture lodger nephew thorough exit yearn inspector harbour nature education description 
chorus gymkhana splodge orphan though expel earth inventor honour picture fiction direction 
chloroform gymnasium budget paragraph thought expire earthquake mirror humour premature fraction evaporation 
chemotherapy gypsy fudge phantom through explain  navigator journal puncture information examination 
chromosomes danger judge phenomenon cough explode  operator journey signature investigation exhibition 
chrysalis angel nudge phon(e)y enough exploit  predictor labour temperature multiplication indigestion 
chronic digest trudge photocopy laugh explore  professor neighbour vulture prediction precaution 
ache emergency sludge photograph rough export  radiator odour  question prescription 
anchor energy smudge physical tough extend  razor rumour  reaction promotion 
architect engineer  physicist trough exterior  reflector saviour  reflection protection 
echo imagine  sphere  external  sailor vapour  relation quotation 
mechanic intelligent  telephone    solicitor   station sensation 
orchestra legend  xenophobia    tractor   subtraction separation 
scheme magic      visitor    ventilation 
school register          vibration 
stomach stranger           
technology tragic           
-sion -ssion ie cei c -ous -ious -ly -ily P*s -ing -d/-ed 
collision admission lie ceiling celebrate adventurous anxious comfortably angrily calculators directing applauded 
conclusion aggression pie conceit celebrity dangerous conscious cuddly clumsily celebrations explaining coloured 
confusion depression niece deceive cemetery enormous curious gently easily characters knowing conceited 
corrosion discussion piece perceive centigrade fabulous delicious grumbly happily chiefs laughing digested 
decision expression field receive centimetres famous furious horribly heavily competitions learning endeavoured 
division impression shield receipt certificate generous glorious miserably hungrily directions photographing exclaimed 
erosion mission belief  cigarette humorous gracious possibly lazily exhibitions searching exhibited 
exclusion oppression brief  circumference jealous infectious probably luckily ghosts achieving flavoured 
explosion passion chief  circumnavigate marvellous mysterious simply merrily investigations believing knocked 
extension percussion mischief  circumstance miraculous obvious sparkly necessarily mechanics celebrating laboured 
inclusion permission grief  concert mischievous previous suitably noisily musicians cycling numbed 
intrusion possession relief sc cylinder nervous rebellious terribly prettily neighbours deceiving predicted 
invasion procession thief scenario cynical perilous serious visibly readily photographs decomposing reflected 
occasion profession siege scene absence poisonous suspicious wriggly speedily predictions deserving researched 
persuasion progression shriek scenery advance ridiculous tedious wrinkly steadily professors exploding searched 
repulsion session fiend science apprentice scrupulous victorious  wearily reflections investigating signed 
revision succession friend scientist capacity tempestuous    adventures pausing calculated 
supervision suppression pier scissors deceased vigorous    earthquakes practising exhumed 
television  fiery conscience difference     pictures receiving pictured 
transfusion  believe  distance     knives telephoning punctured 
  review  electricity     celebrities wriggling received 
    innocent     emergencies writing telephoned 
    magnificent     photocopies knitting whistled 
    practice     vacancies photocopying wrapped 
    recent     echoes describing celebrated 
    specimen      prescribing  
    vacancy        
 
P* = Plural        


